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An Evaluation of Training Modules for
Part-Time Workers

in Community Education

Celine Castelino Pamela Munn

This report is one of a series focusing on training for part-time workers in
community education. It evaluates the effectiveness of three basic training
National Certificate modules written specifically for the Workers in question.
Trainers and participants were interviewed aboutiheir perceptions of the
relevance, flexibility and suitability of these modules. We also report views on
assessment and accreditation. The report begins with a summary of main
findings and some key questions for those who provide training.
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Preface

This report forms the third and final part of a project commissioned by the Scottish Education
Department (SED) in 1987 to investigate the training needsvf, part-time community education
workers. The study, undertaken in collaboration with the Scottish Community Education Council
(SCEC), included research, development and evaluation. The first strand of the project involved
researching the views of part-thne staff, their employers and trainers on tsaining needs and op how
adequately these needs were being met. It also included a survey of national training pmvision.
The second strand concerned the development of three training modulesi based on identified-needs.
The third strand (the work reported here) consisted of an evaluation of these modules.

The evaluation would not have been possible without the help and support ofmany people. We
are very grateful to all those involved in piloting the modules who shared their experiences with us
and spared time to be interviewed. The report has had the benefit of the constructive critieisni of
the research project's advisory committee and of Lyn Tett at SCEC and Fiona O'Kane; the
project's development officer, with whom we collaborated in this research. We iratefiilly
acknowledge their support and encouragement. Finally, our thanks ga to Anne Beer who typed
successive drafts quickly and accurately.

Despite all these contributions to the work we should make it clear that sins of omission or of
commission rest with the authors. The views reported here are not necessarily those ofeither the
SED or of the Scottish Council for Research in Education.

Celine Castelino
Pamela Munn

March 1990
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SUMMARY OF MAIN FINDINGS

A brief summary is provided as a handy reference tool and as a Fide to the main body of the
report. Details of the research design methods are contained in Chapter 1.

Flexibility

Relevance

,Teaching Methods

Negotiation

Time

On-the-job Training

On-the-job Support

Multi-agency
Training

Support Networks

Critical Assessment
of Practice

Assessment

Effectiveness

Modular training was perceived to befiexible in
terms of form, content and training provision.

The pilot modules addressed perceived training
needs and were pitched at the right level for
trainees.

Descriptors suggested the use of participative
teaching methods which were preferred by trainees
4nd trainers.

Modules allow scope for negotiation within the
limits of the learning outcomes.

Planning modular courses neednot take more time
than preparing other, forms of training. Extra time
may be requited to prepare performance criteria and
instnun6nts of assessment.
Trainees did not consider the time spent on
preparing assignments outside class contact hours
as a problem.

The modules encourage on-the-job training through
practical projects carried out in the workplace.

The modules encourage on-the-job support by
involving full-time staff in the planning and
assessment of work-based projects.

Multi-agency training offers many advantages but
entails extra planning and administration.

The modules encourage the development of support
networks directly through project work and
through bringing together workers with common
interests.

Project work, self-assessment and evaluation, in
particular, encouraged trainees to assess their
practice critically and developed self-awareness.

Trainees welcomed assessment and found it
challenging.
Some trainers lacked confidence in their
assessments.

Overall, all those involved were satisfied with the
training modules and thought that the approach was
appropriate for community education training.

1
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Chapter 2

Chapters 2 & 3

Chapters 2 & 3

Chapter 2

Chapter 2

Chapter 3

Chapter 3

Chapter 3

Chapters 3 & 4

Chapters 2 & 3
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Status of Modules Trainfts were concerned about the status of the Chapter 3
National Certificate and its potential for enhancing
employment opportunities or access to other
qualifications.

Compulsory Blanket training should be based on expressed Chapters 3 & 4
Training needs. It could deter individuals from seeking

employment in community education.

TEN QUESTIONS FOR POLICY MAKERS

While we are aware that training provision is largely dependent on the available budget, we thought
it was worth drawing the attention of thoseresponsible for framing training policy to the questions
below. We should also say that the questions refer to training issues, in general and are not
confined to the evaluation of the modules.

1. Is there an explicit staff developmem policy for i) part-time staff?
trainers?

2. How are trainers recruited? What criteria are used? Given the importance of recent relevant
experience to trainees, is this a factor that influences their selection?

3. How are part-time workers recruited? Do induction procedures provide opportunities to get a
taste of community education work? Can new recruits drop out-without losing face.

4. Is guidance readily available for part-time workers on their career prospects within
community education? At a minimal level, are current vacancies drawn to part-time staff's
attention?

5. Is training currently accredited? If so, what is its status?

6. Are standards set and are they comparable to standards in other parts of the country?

7. Is the effectiveness of training currently assessed?

8. Does current training include on-the-job training and assessment? Is regular, structured
support built into on-the-job training?

9. Should training for all part-time workers he compulsory? If so, would it deter some
individuals from becoming involved in the community education service?

10. Is there co-operation between different agencies to deliver training to put-timers working for
different organisations? Would community education organisations benefit from this form of
training?

2 8



1

Introduction

Background
Part-time staff represent a large propordon of the community education workforce and are essential
to both the voluntary and local authority sectors. Exact figures for the, size of this warkforde have
been difficult to obtain but our earlier research indicated that there are over 50,000 volunteers
within youth organisations, more than 20,000 paidor voluntary part-time staff in the coinnumity
educatiOn services and 4,000 paid and volunteer tutors in adult basic iducitibn. In view of the
important contribution part-time staff make to the service it seems surpdsing thatthere is relatively
little information available about their training needs and the adequacy of current provision. A two-
year research project was therefore commissioned by the Scottish Education Department (SED) to
address these questions and consider the poisibility of systematising training through the use of
National Certificate modules. The research had three main strands: .

1. An interview study in three contrasting case-study areas investigating the
perceptions of part-time-workers; -their trainerrand-employerrortlitir frammg
needs and their views on cuirent provision. In addition, a postal survey of national
provision was undertaken.

2. The development of a small number of modules based on the expressed
needs of the respondents.

3. The evaluation of the modules.

Our initial research, published in thrte reports focusing on the training needs of part-time
workers-in youth-workTadult -education and-conuttiiityreVordpment respectively, showed that
training provision is fragmentary and varies in quality. In order to begin to address the need for a
systetnised and standardised approach to training, three mod iles were developed. These inodules,
discussed in more detail below, are intended to meet key basic training requirements identified by
the initial research which are common to part-time workers in different branches of community
education. In addition, a number of other pressing training needs were identified which we hope
will be catered for by module development groups.

This report concentrates on evaluating the three modules produced by the project's
development officer. The perceived characteristics of good quality training identified by our
informants formed the basis of the evaluation criteria used to assess the effectiveness of the

3
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modules. Before describing these we have to say a word about the decision to develop modules
rather than other approaches to alining.

Why was a modular form chosen?
The need for a coherent national policy on training in community education has been emphasised in
a series of reports on the service. For example, Training for Change (1984), a report by the
Training Committee set up by the Scottish Community Education Council (SCEC), which focused
specifically on training needs and provision, considered a number of approaches to training and
strongly recommended the adoption of modular training. These modules had been intreduced In
colleges of further education and were beginning to be used in other branches of education. The
Committee favoured the modular approach because it offers flexibility at a number of levels,
increases access to education and training, is adaptable to local and Changing circumstances and can
provide a cumulative record of training credits.

Although few of oux respondents had experienced modules they-were attracted to the idea
of modular training for the reasons outlined above. In particular they welcomed the posSibility of
gaining nationally recognised qualifications. In addition, modules proifide wider access to
training, are intended to be student-centred and offerscope for gaining practical experience through
on-the-job training. Some trainers, however, were not convinced abOut the suitability of the
modular approach or the need for standardised training and certification for part-time workers in
community education. We return to this in Chapter 4.

Which modules were developed?
On the basis of key training requirements identified above, the project's development officer
developed three new modules which were:

to be generic, reflecting the diversity of groups who would undertake them;
to be adaptable to the context in which the participants operated;

to cater for a number Of contrasting needs.

The three modules selected for development and piloting were:

Community Work induction (induction), Introduction to Working with Groups (group work) and
YouthWork-I (youth-work).

The first of these is intended to fulfil the induction nrxrls of new staff identified by the
earlier research and may be used by a range of organisations. It covers the structure and aims of
the organisation, job remit, conditions of service, worldng practices and principles, support and
supervision procedures, and available resources.

All categories of community education workers plac4 the development of group work
skills high on their list of basic training requirements. Thesecond module, therefore, was written
to provide them with a basic understanding of different types and functions of groups, and of the
skills and methods for setting up, planning and running pmgrammes for groups.

4 1 0
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The third module was written for the largest category of part-time worker, the youth
workc l.. but would also benefit the generic community worker who woula inevitably have some
contact with youth groups. It introduces the trainee to the aims, objectives and development of
youth work, develops contact and basic relationship building skills, and explores methods of
obtaining resources.

How were the modules evaluated?
Before describing our research methods, it is necessary to discuss the criteria on which the
evaluation was based. These were informed by the kinds of training needs and perceptions of the
features of effective training which weie identified by our case-study findings and were
operationalised into a series of structured roterview questions. While there is some overlap, they
may be grouped into features which were particularly important to part-time workers, to trainers
and those which were important to both:

Features important to part-time staff
relevance to perceived needs

not requiring too much of the participants' own time
encouragement of on-the-job support

Features important to trainers/employers
adaptability to different organisations

encouragement of critical z:,sessment of practice

offering opportunities for local involvement

Features important to both
opportunities to practice work-related skills

use of directly participative teaching methods such as group discussion, role-
play

promotion of flexibility in training provision

In addition we wanted to find out whether those participating in the pilot regarded modular
training as a suitable approach to training for community education workers. As we mentioned
earlier, few of our respondents in the earlier phase of the resczvh had had direct experience of
modules and were therefore, responding to the idea of modules. The pilot, on the other hand
offered the opportunity to comment on the suitability of this approach based on direct experience of
modules Aitten specifically for community education workers.

5 1



Evaluation methodology
Sglection of pilot sites

Draft modulei were Sent out to about 40 individuals or organisations in the field forcomment on
their structure and relevance. The interest generated by thc process of consultatiodfacilitated

identification of suitable sites for 'piloting the modules. Local authority staff !ere more Madly
to respond within the timescale of the project and several regions were repiesented at a iiininx

seminar at which the piloting and evaluation of the modules was discussed and plannedrSiit liâ

were selected, two for each module. Details of the sites and participants are provided in Tables 1.

and 1.2.

Each module was to be piloted at two different sites in urban, mral or Intermediate irleas,
and was to include as wide a range of waters as possible. Participation in the pilotwas vol
and dependent on whether the modules could be delivered within the timetable of the project. The
forms the modular programmes took and the recruitment of trainees were the responsitilfty of

participating organisations. Table 1.1 lists the participating organisations, the modaelbeiii-
piloted and the forms they took.

Table Modules and participant organisations

Module Name Sites Form

Community Work Induction I Borders Regional Council 2 full days over one month*

Lanark Division, Strathclyde 3 Snndays over 5 months --" '
Regional Council

Introduction to Working with
Groups

Women & Health Tutors,
Lothian Regional Council

6 evenings over 4 months

Castlebrae Community * *

Education Office,
Lothian Regional Council

Youth Work 1 West Lothian College 1 afternoon per week over 2
cor.ege terms

Grampian Regional Counci 4 Sundays and 3 evenings ovn
5 months

Compulsory traiaing for part-time community education assistants

** Thia course did not take place on schedule at explained below

Modules in four of the sites were planned by community education trainers, two of these,
an induction and a youth work module, were open to staff from voluntary organisations. The fifth_

pilot was planned by an inter-agency group concerned with v.omen's health, and the sixth WAS
undertaken by full-time students on a health and community studies course at a college of further

6
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education. Further details about the modules maybe obtained frotn the resouree pack
the development officer. Unfortunately, one of the stoup sti3O*,InO,411*. j**17,44 to be postponed ,
at the last moment because two of the tutors fell ill and the otianisatignsinvOve4rto*nable to
arrange alternative dates within the thimble of the preject becinse of eenflietingdetnailionAte
part-time workers time. However, we did inter\ ieW 'the Overall trainer whoie corninents are
included inChaptex 2.

Participants were engaged in several different community education activities and worked
for a variety of organisations and local authority departments. Table 1.2 gives details of the
participants' community education work.

Table 1.2: Participants' community education occupations

Module Category of Worker j Trainer
-

Community Work Induction Community Education Assistants Community Edue...ton Officer
(based at community centres and
engaged in a nage of activities)

Community Worker

Information Workers (responsible for
producing newsletters aid answering
general oinquiries)

Lanark Division Youth Workers Community Education Officer
Members of Community Centre
Committee
Women's Aid volunteer
Voluntary Care Organisation worker

Group Work

Lothian Region Health Visitors Freelance trainer with community
Wanen's Gm* workers education experience
NALGO Repririentativ6
Bangladeshi Women's Centre
workers
Women Unlimited worker
Adult Education Tutors

Wroject_
Castlebrae Community Education Craigmillar Festival Society workers Community Education WorkerOffice Youth Workers Youth Worker

Save the Children Fund workers

Youth Work I

Lothian Region Full-time students Lecturer with commtmity education
acperience

Grampian Region Paid and Volunteer Youth Workers Senior Community Education
Worker
Specialist Trainers

7
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Interviews and-Observation
+ '!.'

. a

To assets, the suitability ,of sr.Wules as., a vehicle for training in. CommunitxigcluOition,,,I?L,
interviewed* sample Of the participants and all the crArq. APPF9*OPly WO; tke participants '''''''''' *-", ..:.

-,

each group were interviewed and were selected niiiii0sett4. a:range Of exper.ienee.t:It " was

possible to include equal numbeiS Of men and womeiasmost Of the partictianta*ne female
Prior to interviewing the participants, a small anfount of Observation was ciktose,

4.,.. .. .. , . ..:,.,- .s.researcher to sensitise her to the training Situations, enableIler to interview the participants On:tn
basis of a degree of shared experience and to provide."'extradimension to the eValuation.._:'-

,

A total of 35 interviews were hekl. Tableil givakcietails ofthese. The inteiVieWiii_:;', which .,4.
,

took from 45 minutes to an hour on iverage, were strucnued on the basis of the iniiiitaatfeatkiix
of good quality training identified by the case-study research. In addition a nimbirOt4oesju'
about modular training were included. These were also basedon our earlier work. copiet of

.

,,,..

cschedules are included as appendices. The structured nature of the interview allowed us to sACOrciA ,
answers on the interview schedule. However, a tape-recorder was also used whenever possible 0-:,,I

allow the respondents to discuss related issues at greater length without the researcherhaving iO.::
take too detailed notes.

Table 1.3: Numbers interviewed

Module Number of
Trainees

Number of
Interviewees

Total Trainees

M F
Community 24 2 10 12 3
Work
Induction

Group Work 11 5

Youth Work I 20 4 6 10 3

Total 55 6 21 27 8

We are thus able to write with confidence about the views of all the tiainers who developed,.
and delivered training programmes based on the module descriptors, and about half the part-thne
woricers who experienced the training. Overall satisfaction was expressed with the modules by the
trainers, as reported more fully in Chapter 2, and with the trainingprogrammes by the trainees as'
described in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 sums up our findings and considers their implications.
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2

TrainersLYiewaLL

In this chapter we report the views of the trainers on theeiiierienees_-:dry gained, t4e, lesso4
learned and thiproblems they encountered when piloting:dieIstational.Certificate, ,

have divided the chapter into two sections. The -fugbriefly 'esoribeAhovithoraineq,approahed
the modules and the teaching methods used, the secild 4insses_thel

effectiveness in relation to the evaluation criteria. The emphasis, therefore, is Upon the tFainere
perceptions of the modules' effectiveness in terms of:

flexibility can a module be developed indifferentways so that
it is Appropriate tO different organisations,worlring
in different contexts?

is there scope for involving others beyond the
designated 'trainer' in the training process?

can the module be delivered in different forms?

relevance

critical assessment
of practice

can a module be developed to meet the perceived
training needs of different groups of workers
within the same organisation, or alternatively,
workers -doing_ -sinfilar----jobs-In -different
organisations?

does a module encourage trainers to build in
opportunities

a) to assess their own effectiveness as trainers?
b) for trainers to assess their own skills and

knowledge in 'real' contexts?

We discuss the flexibility of the modules at different levels and their relevance to training
needs within the different community education contexts. In addition, we focus on the following
aspects of the pilots:

approaches to dew' aping the module;

teaching methods suggested by the module and those used by the trainers;

9
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-

support networic encouraged by the module;
;

time required for-preparation and folloW4ip work4

effixtiveness of tha,MOdularapproseh fak training in comMunitY educatiOn. =

Although most of the inforniation contained 'here, was :ohiained

supplemented where appropriate with data gathered thougb obscrvation-`,.and. inforMiC
conversations with the trainer&

It is important to stress that the trainers undectakingthe pilots were ail familiar With Scotv..7;

*A

.x.`

modules to some extent and saw many advantages in inalular training., All .of.them Were,:
acquainted with the terminology used in tho descriptors, Some .had alspbeeninvolved'in.
fleihing out process, had delivered modules and used .similif:tissjssmeiwprocertures,*'thc
suggested by 'the pilot training tn.,.:ale& They were _thereforp rather,different froin:nianY14

trainers/employers interviewed-in the first phase of the research, if/lir-kW little or no experience. of
using modules, and who hd not conside. .4 modularising existing trthning.

Approaches to developing the modules
We begin by looking at how the trainers used the descriptor to plan and develop trainin
programmes to meet the needs of different categories of part-time staff; how they fleshed out the--
modules; and the range of teaching methods they used.

The way in which the trainers approached the modules was largely dependent on whethee;:-
they had delivered similar courses in the past. Those who had, were working within a familiar
context and could adapt their teaching materials and methods to the requirements of the descriptc
as the following comment illustrates:

I decided to use the module as a framework for a ... course I was doing anyway to
provide a guideline and structure.

-Only the community work induction module was completely new to the trainers and required a
slightly different strategy. However, both the organisations which piloted this module had been
reconsidering their policy on induction training and took advantage of the opportunity to try out the
module. One trainer, working with a fairly homogenous group employed by the same
organisation, described her approach to the induction module as a 'marriage process' explaining,-----2.
that she:

took the needs of the (employing organisation) and tried to use the moaule
essentially to fulfil these needs. I then took a learning outcome alongside an
instrwnent of assessment and translated that to a set of needs.

To sum up, training needs identified by the employing organisations suggested the content of the
modules while the descriptor defined the goals for the person planning the course. This brings us
on to the second stage in the planning process during which the module was fleshed out.

10
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Fleshing Out
As the term 'fleshing out' implies trainers used the descriptor as a skeleton sti;ucture atound,which

N., 4

to design a training provapnne: In general, this,process:Waa,fOund to be:tiOecOitsumilt lattt,not:,
difficuk, In most casei they Were easily able to adapt tOed iiiittesie4:PrAgraimties and,Otttei,ist10:tO;

suit th e. requirements of 'the module. The two crucial eleMenti in this process were the. learning
outcomes and instnunents of assessment:

I tended to look at what the outcomes were ... then set the module aside and looked
at work I had done in the past and areas I had vrcrod and what had worked ...
then went back to the learning outcomes and juggl6d the hvo. .

Although most of the trainers said they took the learning outcomes as their starting point, two ,
sometimes began with the instruments ofassessment and worked thdr way backwards. The most
thne_consuming aspect was working out the instruments of assessment due, in part, to the trainers'
lirwed experience of this process.

The trainers prepar'ng the community work induction module had the fewest ready-made
resources relevant to the course and had to design it from scra ,;h. One of -them Used scitne
materials from other training courses, while the ether prepared fresh ones. They both called on the
services of other staff, such as managerial, administrative and personnel staff, who woUld not
normally contribute directly to formal training forpart-timers. The latter approach met with mixed
success. On the one hand it brought staff together who v ould rarely meet, encouraging a better
understanding of each others' jobs and widening the workers' range of contacts. On the other
hand, full-time administrative staffmay have little understanding of the realities of the part-timers'
situadon and are not necessarily trained to be sensitive to their needs. We discuss this further
below and in Chapter 3.

Teaching methods
All the trainers said that the modules offered sufficient scope for using a variety of teaching
approaches particularly participative methods many of which are suggested by the descriptors.

ose they reported using included ice-breakers, brainstorming, case-studies, discussion, peer-
group interviews, role-play, simulations, worksheets, visits to other groups or organisations,
practical activities, such as games, and lectures. In this way they were able to demonstrate
methods that the participants could use in their own work. The limited observation that the
researcher was able to undertake confirmed that active participation was encouraged in variety of
ways with preference given to large and smallgroup discussion followed by plenary sessions with
significant points recorded on a flip chart. Small grout discussions were conducted without the
tutor, while he or she generally led large group discussions but occasionally deliberately avoided
taking a leading role. Table 2.1 provides details of teaching methods used in the particular

11 1 7



sessions observed by the researcher. These are just a sample of the methods used. Table 3.
provides a better flavour of the full range as reponed by the trainees.

Table 2.1: Observed teaching methods

Method

Group Work Induction

Module "'Title

Induction- Youth Work
Brainstorm

Case-study

Discussion:
Tutor led
Small group
without tutor

Large group

Handouts

Ice-breaker

Lecture

Negotiation

Role-Play

Video

Written
Exercise

Youth Work

While the descriptors stipulate specific teaching approaches for certain learning outcomes,
the trainers said that, in general, they selected methods they felt comfortable with and which had
proved effective in the past. Two of the trainers, however, thought that they had played a more
dominant role than -they would normally and had-tebded to be- triiiiiclidictic because they felt
pressured to provide adequate information, within the limits of class contact time, to enable the
trainees to do their assignments.

So far we have been describing how trainers wentaboutpreparingrand_teachingmodules,-we-
now going on to discuss their perceptions of the effectiveness of the modular programme.

Flexibility
As have described above, the modules were not perceived as restrictive with regard to choice of
teaching methods. We now focus on the scope they offer for varying the form of the programmes,
the content and the target groups.

Form

The variety of forms in which the modules were delivered is indicative of one aspect of their
flexibility. Two groups met from one to three hours a week with a break half way through the

12
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course, one group met on two full days within a month, and the other two met on three.Sundays
over five months. Clearly there are limits to the flexibility that can be built-in to any training
programme and restraints were imposed more by the amount of dme and resourCesavailable for
training rather than the requirements of the module itself. Holever, the pilots cki show that
modular courses can be designed to meet the resources of the employing organist** For
instance, the induction course trainer; said that_theremouktrarely_he4ufficient numbers-of-new
employees at any one time for such a course to be viable. For this reason, one of the employing
organisations, in a rural area, had decided to deliver thecourse as a distance learning package in the
future. This approach raises a number of questions regarding employees' broader needs,
particularly those connected with peer group support and opportunities to share experiences and
ideas in a group situation. We return to this in Chapter 3.

The majority of the participants were able to meet the attendance requirements and trainers

said that they offered remediation to the few individuals who missed training sessions. Special
provision was made for two participants with literacy difficulties on two of the p...kits, both were
given extra tutorial time, one was allowed to tape-record answers to assignmema and the other was
offered the services of a scri5e. Also, as one tutor pointed out, first level modules require very
little written work. Creches or reimbursement for childcare expenses were offered to the
participants on all but one pilot. Ironically, although respondents in the first phase of the research
had placed childcare provision high on their list of needs, none of the paiticipants, several of
whom were mothers with young children, made use of the creches or claimed childcare expenses.

Target Groups

Another aspect of flexibility was that target groups also varied on each module, for example, one-
induction module was delivered to a group of community education assistants and the other was
open to both local authority and voluntary sector workers; one youth -work module was
undertaken by youth workers from a community centre and the other by full-time students
specialising in different aspects of community care. The multi-agency training seemed to work as
far as the learning objectives were concerned, and offered many benefhs to the a encies and
trainees, butirivas mic-Emore demanding in terms of organisation and administrative planning.
As mentioned earlier, the second group work pilot was delayed because of problema of co-
ordination between the target groups. The multi-agency group work module for women and health
tutors ran relatively smoothly, however, because it had been planned well in advance by a long-
established committee which also provided administrative backing for the trainer and took on the
responsibility for liaising with the many organisations involved.

One problem that the multi-agency and free-lance trainers, mentioned was that of being
unfamiliar with the course participants, the realities of their jobs and their training needs. For
instance, one trainer had assumed that trainees doing an induction module would be predominantly
youth workers and fleshed out her module accordingly. However, the group was more diverse
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than expected and the trainer had to improvise during the sessions to ensure that the content waS.
relevant to everyone. Suggested methods for compensating for this included having a pre-cours&

meeting with participants and, perhaps, supervisory staff, or building in extra time into the course
to allow.spacifor negotiation.

Negotiation

The modular framework did not prevent the trainers from incorporating some aspects negotiated by
the trainees. Project work appeared to be the main area offering scope for negotiation and
encouraging a me-sure of self-assessment. For instance, youth workers studying the range o
youth work provision were asked to select an organisation each to research and collectively to
formulate a questionnaire to be used for the assignment. In addition all three trainers sihci
incorporated visits or placements in their respective modules said that the sites used were chosen,.
by the students themselves. On other pilots, trainees who were to be assessed at work, were
encouraged to identify the skills and qualities necessary for their jobs. These were subsequently
included on a checklist for the trainer or others observing them carryingout a practical assignment
as an instrument of assessment.

Time was identified as the most inhibiting factor in providing scope for negotiation. Thur
trainers delivering a module over a long period and with plenty of class contact time (twenty hours
or more) were best able to cater for any expressed training needs. One trainer intending to delivers

module on one afternoon a week over ten weeks, for example, said that she had onlyplanned the,
fffst few sessions in order to allow the trainees' needs to shape the rest of the course. Another '-
trainer, with very little class-contact time, said that if she were to deliver the module again she
would have a pre-course meeting with the participants in order jointly to develop the course.

The observation indicated that the trainers tried to be sensitive to participants' expressed.
needs by offering them opportunities to ask for what they wanted whenever possible, most .

frequently by encouraging them to share their own experiencei, problems and concerns in the
context of group discussions, but also by programming specific items for nJgotiation as part of the
course. Thus on one pilot trainees were asked what they did and did nt..; want out of a trainin
course atthe outset. They _were also asked to formulate questions about-theirworking-con

for their employers, rather than being presented with general information about terms and
conditions of employment.

As described above the trainers' experience has demonstrated that modules may be
delivered in a variety of forms and, with a few reservations, to a range of target groups. This
leads us on to the trainers' perceptions of the relevance of modules to the trainees and the
employing organisations.
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Relevance

In general trainers considered the content of the modulesto be relevant and pitched at the right level
for inexperienced workers. Some trainers expressedwonies aboutdesigning courses for mixed

. .

ability groUPS which stretched the capabilities of all the panicipants without being,too:easy for
some and too difficult for others, but all welcomed the fact tfiat traineescould work to their own
level of ability.

Specific criticisms were levelled at some features of the modules. In the youth work
module, for example, both the trainers thought that it was not possible to acquire basic coulgliing
skills in the time available and that it would not be appropriate for inexperienced workeratottneTpt
to deal with situations requiring such skills. This view was shared fiy a guest tutor, acountellinu
trainer who was not a youth worker. Sinn lady some of the fitstrumentkof assessment
performance criteria were not considered to be appropriate, did not work in practice or required to
be more clearly defined in order to reduce ambiguity. Because of the lessons learned from the
pilots, all these have been subsequently altered to meet the recommendations of the trainers.

A major concern of employers/trainers in our earlier research,had been that national
certificate modules would reduce the scope for including issues Of immediate concern at a local
level and would be of little relevance or benefit to their part-time staff. The pilots would suggest
that this fear is unfounded and that it is possible to tailor the mOdule to the needs of participants
working in different geographic areas and having different responsibilities. As one trainer pointed
out, exploring each other's different experiences and activities is as important as sharing common
ones. In fact all the trainers were observed to relate personal experiences to wider issues rather
than focusing only on the immediateconcerns of the employing organisations.

Group discussions afforded ample opportunities for the participants to compare, contrast
and learn about each other's experiences. Sharing a common subject area diminished the necessity
of belontrig to a narrowly defined locality. For example, one-of the-more-disparate- groups, the
women and health tutors, included participants working with: ethnic minority groups; women
suffering from mental illness; female members in a union; and non-specialist groups, yet the tutor
said she had no difficulty in planning a course to meet general and specific needs of all the
Indira tigs inv1d Students also found the course relevant as we shall see in Chapter 3.

We have shown that the trainers regarded the modules as relevant to the training needs and
learning abilities of the trainees and that they offered scope for including local issues and concerns.
We now ask whether the modulei encouraged local involvement and, if so, whether this led to the
identification of sources of support networks for trainers and trainees.

Local involvement and support
We begin by looking at how trainers were supported during the piloting of the modules. Before
we discuss the local situation we should say that in this instance all the train, rs were supported by
the project's development officer who visited each of them before and during the pilot and could be
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contacted throughout the project. It was also hoped that the trainers who had met at a pre-pilot
seminar would contact each other for support and to sham ideas but time and distance
them from doing so. However, they were ketit informed about each other's work throu
visits of the researcher and development officer. Clearli, this, source 44 support and

- , =

through Which trainers could maintain contact Wouldnot nortriollibesyailable.
At a local level, the employing organisations were iieri*invOlved-at all stages ofthe

but particularly in the development of theilibdult. For exainple, employers demonstrated

interest by making financial and material resources it..railable, providing Sdministratiyebackup
either assisting in the design of the course directly or being available if the trainer wished tri
them. In addition, two senior members of staff with a remit for regional.training volunteeri

deliver some of the training themselves. Local invoiement and support' cOuld be increSSed,
using training teams comprising the trainer and local full-time workers as was the cate with
induction module in the Borders and the youth work module, in Forres. This approach_
advantages at three levels: it provided mutual support for the trainer% increased the availability of
tutor support for the trainees; and augmented the pool of trainer for the employing organisation.

Multi-agency courses increased the scope for local L tvement by bringing together
workers from a wide range of voluntary and other organisations. The free-1aih.4 trainer, fOr
instance, was a member of a multi-agency committee concerned with women's health who Were
able to support the trainer and offer her the benefit of their varied perspectives on the subject. The
group, in its turn was also able to profit from the insights offered by individuals involved in

different aspects of women's health, such as issues specific to ethnic minorities or women in the
workplace. The postponed group work module was to include workers from voluntary and local
government agencies and to be delivered by trainers from three different organisations with the
intention of encouraging inter-agency relationships in the neighbourhood.

Further scope for drawing in members of different organisations or departments of the
employing órjàiison, vias-Pravidedfiy -the use of guest tutors, but it is important to emphasise
that these individuals must be well supported by the overall trainer. In most cases the trainers met
the guests to discuss what was expected of them and attended their sessions.

_ Alliheirainermaximised.local involvement-through-projectwork-to be undertaken-atthe
workplace or in the local community. For example, trainees on both the youth work pilots and one
of the induction pilots were asked to visit local organisations which were; either involved in a
similar field of activity or could provide help and support to the worker or the client group. The
full-time students all undertook placements in local community organisations where they were
supported by staff who were responsible for assessing their performance. In this way, the trainees
were able to establish relationships in areas where they may wish to work and share their
experiences and knowledge with each other. The local organisations, in their turn, were able to
contribute to the course through consultation with the trainer and to the training of potential
employees.
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Work-based projects could be wed to build relationships between full-time and part-time
workers. Our earlier research had revealed that poor communications between fulllime and pan
thne workers was quite a common problem. .This led to the part-timers feeling isolated; lackitiin
direction and anxious about the quality of their work. In order it', increase sitPervisory'stafrs
involvement in training, the tryiners on the pilots included projectiwhich required these individuals
to observe and comment on practical tasks undertaken bytorinets...11ma,trainees-on-the-group--:,-

work module would be observed conducting a session, or a youth worker might be obierved
demonstrating contact skills at a youth club. Ideally, the trainee arid supervisor would Meet to
discuss the task, undertake the task and then review and jointly assess what happened.

In some cases, these projects highlighted deficiencies in support systems 'within
organisations ranging from supervisory staff disclaiming resputsibility for partlime workerton
their team to full-time staff not returning telephone calls or answering queries from parliCipants
researching projects. Trainers also said that they tried to foster supportive networks and build
friendships among participants through small group work and by keeping the atmosphere as
informal as possible. This was borne out by the observation, during which trainers were seen to
vary the groups for some tasks to ensure that all the participants got to know each other or, on
other occasions, grouped together particular individuals doingvery similar jobs.

Critical assessment of practice
There was a consensus about the importance of encouraging part-timers critically to assess their
practice and the sidlls being imparted by the modules. The amount of theory included in any of the
modules was dependent on the trainer's assessment of the participants' needs and abilities t.ther
than the guidelines of the descriptor. While they did not explicitly intmduce theory to any extent
during the sessions that were being observed, the trainers encouraged the trainees to explore the
reasons_ why they used particular skills and the philosophy-underpinning their organisations-
through discussions and assignments. Two tutors also provided handouts summarising some of
the theoretical background to the skills being developed.

Trainers singled out practical assignments as the main process for encouraging trainees to
dev-e1op a critical understandififii working practices in community education. For example, some
trainers said they initiated the process by asking participants to identify skills and qualities
necessary in particular work contexts, either through brainstorming or small and then large group
discussion, which they related to wider issues. Trainees would therefore be expected to carry out
their assignment with a basic understanding of the principles by which they were operating. If the
course timetable allowed it, trainees would take their experiences back to the group who would
discuss, analyse f.nd learn from them in a supportive atmosphere. In this way trainees were able to
contribute to the criteria on which their practicewas evaluated and develop a theoretical critique that
made sense to them. Overall, the trainers were satisfied with this aspect of these modules and the
following comment reflects the general impression:
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One of (the module's) successes was that we did actually manage to link a
theoredcal framework to a practice OW&

In their turn, trainers were also encouraged cridially Assess their
question what they were trying to do and why.theywere-doing

courses. Obviously they would have to have a clear tinderstanding of the skillrand

they were trying to develop in the trainees, the most effective Medic* to uae antithe nOntextist
which the training was being developed. In addition, they had-to,be aware of the iraPlienderia
introducing Modular training as opposed to using other aPproaches:

awareness yas heightened by the fact that this was a pilOt and, 'therefore, thifociaof *Oen
the project testi as well as their employers. Thus, eaCh programme yr!: subj
scrutiny and analysis than would normally be the case. TrMnIng.eaiismetzegulsd IL
evaluate the courses and four of the trainers also had debriefing sessions with theirettp

It is interesting to note that the modules appeared to havtdiscouraged the use done:Source
of cridcism, that is, participant evaluation. Only two trainers asked the irainees to fill in evaluadon
sheets assessing sessions, and only one of these used ihem at the end oievery sestion,'ivhiiethe
others relied on verbal feedback or instruments of assessment to judge-whether the trainees had
absorbed the training message. Clearly, the latterpractice reducer Jte trainees' oPPOrnmities,so
provide feedback to the trainers about their needs and to infL. ce the development of couries
which are intended to be student centred.

Time

All the trainers said that they would expect to spe5d quite a lot of time preparing trainin
programmes, particularly if they were starting from scratch. In general, they did not this& thit
pilot modules demanded mote time than they would have spent on sitidlar learning outcomei bid ie
past, Therwere unable toquantifrexacdy_the extra Sme.involveTheyrneverthelesraiiid,
preparing instruments of assessment and performance criteria and assessing assignments, which
are not normal features of community education training, inevitably required more time ihan other
forms of training. One trainer also pointed out that National Certificate modules entailed extra
papervOn the other hand less time was spent on course design and time was saved by:

having a skeleton structure, rather than a blank sheet of paper and a group in mind.

In addition, as mentioned earlier, trainers said that focusing on the instruments of assessment
influenced their planning and this too may have saved time.

Trainers differed on the question of whether the recommended period of 40 hours was
Afficient to complete the module. Two felt that some of the Wining outcomes merited more time
but, in fact, completed the module well within the recommended time. Another thought that half-
modules would be more appropriate for part-time workers given their work patterns, other
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comnitments and degree of motivation. Ideally, they would all have 1::A more group contact time
but were restricted by the time available to them, to the trainees, and the availability of suitable
venues. The following comment was echoed by most of therm

In terms of contact time we were ptuhed but that wasn't a constraint of the module.

Attitude to assessment
In our earlier research some senior staff saw formal assessment as a stumbling block to the
inuoduction of modular training. Assessment in itself was not a problem, but marking was not
regarded as compatible with community education ethos :id couldcreate opportunities for failure.
To some extent, half the trainers in our sample shared this view. For instance, one trainer pointed
out that she was accustomed to emphasising the positive aspects and playing down any deficierrcies
in the skills of the part-time workers whom she supervised, and would therefore find it very
difficult to 'fail' them. Partly for this reason several trainers appeared uncomfortable using
assessment procedures and did not always clearly inform participar that they were being assessed
or emphasise that asiignments would be marked. They were also very aware that most of the
limited class contact time was spent preparing participants for work that was going to be marked.

On balance, however, the trainers perceived advantages in using assessment pro:mimes
diagnostically to ascertain whether or not the trainees had absorbed the training message and
because it could provide evidence of attainment of skills. Only the college lecturer was accustomed
to using such procedures. The others would normally have relied on trainee evaluation and
informal observation to judge whether inservice training had been successful. Nevertheless, they
felt that instruments of assessment were more effective in gauging how much the trainees had
learned than relying mainly on trainees' evaluative feedback. Because modules use continuous
assessment opportunities for failure were minimal, even for people with learning difficulties who,
as we have seen, were offered remediation or assistance with written assignments.

Another of their misgivings about assessment procedures arose from the trainers' lack of
confidence in the instruments of assessment they- had developed and the criteria on which they
judged the trainees' performance, because of their own limited experience of using criterion
referenzed assessment. Clearly, this has implications for the training of trainers as is borne out by
the following comment:

Marking is probably the most alien aspect to community workers. Community
workers are not trained in thaw - teachers are.

The trainer added that community education organisations need to spend time deciding on
the standards they expected from each module and that they also need to train individuals with a
background in community education as moderators to ensure that these standards are uniformly
applied throughout the country.
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Disadvantages of wodular training
Trainers were hard pressed to identify the disadvantages of this form of training. In fact, ruany,of
the problems and difficulties they encountered had little to do with the modules themselves but
were connected with organisational or administrative failures or timing. Nevertheleu, they did
express a few concerns about National Certificate modules. One trainer, for example, while
appreciating the berefits of being able to learn in 'bite-size chunks' V- adult returners with little
time to spare for study, was concerned that such an approach may encourage a rather istrir-isiWcurc
rather than the broad understanding of the many facets of community education provided by &in.;
and diploma courses. Looking forward to the possibility of a modular curriculum for communitY
education training, another trainer was worried

_whether people would select the right modulesfor themselves as part ofa package

but hoped that resources would be available for career guidance as part of training provision. Two
trainers were concerned about raising part-timers' expectations with regard to job prospects. We
discuss this further in Chapter 3.

Fmally, several trainers were very concerned about who would deliver the modules. While
the conununity education trainers were not totally opposed to thew: modules being delivered by
further education colleges, they stipulated that trainers should be community educatim trained and
close contacts should be maintained between the college and the field. This was certainly the cue
with the pilot nidertaken by the further education college where the trainer was a trained
community ixorker with five years experience as a youth worker anti all the students gain
prarttal experience through placements in community education orpnisations.

0 verall satisfactio n

When asked whether National Certificate modults were an effective approach to training the
trainers welt unanimous in responding affirmatively. Tt most attractive features of the modular
approach identified by the trainers were:

their flexibility;

their potential for widening access to mining to adult returners;
the introduction of nationally recognised standards;
their division into well-defined manageable learning outcomes.

The inherent fleibility of the modules at different levels was emphasised by the trainers, all
of whom believed that the modules could be adapttd to suit the training needs and personal
circumstances of participants as well as the requirements of the employers. This quality, id
particular, fulfils an ultimate aim of community education which is to increase access tà education
and mining to all members of the community. As qualifications become more highly valued in the
employment market, therefore, it is equally important that training should be validat.4:
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Now that we are looking at, graduate envy qualifications : it is .inevitable,
particularly for older people coming into thepivfessioit--Who want a profesSional
qualificalon, that (part-time sue are going to Jove to4mdenake.niodular

The pilots dembIstrated the effectiveness of the inOihilesin this sense as the participants
.

included people of different ages, abilities and educatintial backgrotmdi few of -Witom
exPerienced any form of communityeducation training in thliast.

Suinmary
In this chapter we have described the views of the trainers delivering the pilot modules. Our
findings indicate that overall trainers were very satisfied with the modules and7regairled-tliemas-an
effectie approach to training. We have shown that they were perceived aifiertibleinterins,Of
form, content, adaptability to a variety of local contexts and needs of individuals with different
educational experiences. They offer scor for a range of teaching methods to be used, can
encourage on-the-job support and critical assessment of practice.

Although preparation and\ follow-up work required a greater time commitment than other
forms of training, trainers felt that this was time well-spent More timemay also need to be spent
on administrative procedures. On the other hand, havingready-made guidelines on which to base
a course can save time. Trainers perceived advantages in using assessment procedures but were
concerned about the quality of their assessments.

Looking into the future, concerns were also expressed about how a modular curriculum
would work in practice, about trainers without community education experience delivering
modules and about who would act as moderators.

It should be remembered that the trainers were all experienced in preparing and delivering
modules and were working in a supportive environment, helped by the project's development
officer and supported by their own employers. Furthermore, the numbers involved were small and
so it would be unwise to generalise from their experience. What we can say about their experience
is that none of the fears about the possibly detrimental effect of assessment, or lack of relevance, or
theory/practice divide needs to arise because of modules.

So far we have concentrated on miners' views of preparing and delivering modules. Did
the trainees share the trainers' generally positive view? We discuss this in Chapter3.
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In reporting the trainees' vievii on the modules, it is importancto point out that. r4104-.

modules from a very different perspective from that of **trainers., The trahieçs

a training course, a complete package which included the -iffectivenesa.. ,.
teaching methdds, content, as well as the,suitabiliti,stf the.fvenue-and the (imetabIe.

wasthefust experience many of theml*I-Wd of kinodule txr..**ed. thefirst tithe: someh

offered training of any kind. Many, therefore, had only a vague_idea of what a niedulewaS*-:
how it compared with other forms of training.

,

Bearing this in mind, we 'now discuss the trainees' experiencekof and attitudes-to_theirilOt.?

modules. In particular we concentrate on their perceptions of the following aspects of, the
effectiVeness of the module.,: -k

relevance of content and methods;

support networks encouraged by the module;

time commitment.

We conclude by discussing trainees' attitudes to assessment and summing up what the.);
trainees had to say about the overall effectiveness of modular training.

As before, our data were obtained from interviews and supplemented by or contrasted with-7,,

that gathered through observation and informal conversations with the trainees. We begin .by
briefly describing how the trainees came to do the module and then discuss how relevant the
trainees found the teaching methods and content to their needs. , 4

Motivation for undertaking the modules
It will be remembered that data were collected from five groups piloting three different mcdules:

.-,an Introduction to working with Groups (group work) undertaken by women
and health tutors;

Community Work Induction (induction) piloted by one regional authority for its
own staff and by another for staff from different agencies;

Youth Work I undertaken by staff in a community centre and by full-time
students in a college of further education.

Of course, people attend training courses for a variety of reasons and the reasons which prompted
initial attendance may change over time. Our trainees identified the following reasons for doing the
pilot modules:

.4,
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to gain a qualification which would improve employment prospects. This was
particularly prevalent among the full-fime students and indiidduals who were
relatively new to communitY eduCatioh;

to update skills and knowledge. The-women and-health tinors, for example,

had applied"to do a grouP work skilis cotirien4lkiiiwitlithat they would be
offered a module. Experienced youth and, conmiarrity wOrkets viewed the
modules as refresher courses;

to conform to the employer's training policy. One af the participating regional
authorities had recently implemented a mandatory training policy, which would
include the induction module, andthe otheri treconsidering.doing the same;
for personal development and pleasure. Sonic participants Whcicontidered little
of the content to be relevant to their training needi, nevertheless enjoyed their
course and derived benefits from it.

Relevance

A major issue emerging from the previous research was that training had to be seen as directly
relevant to the trainees' own area of work. If part-time staff were predominantly involved with
youth work with 12 to 14 year olds, for instance, they did not appreciate training sessions on
youth wark with younger age groups. There were two main aspects of relevance explored with the
trainees, teaching methods and content. In essence we wanted to know if the teaching methods
used in the modules could be used by pan-time staff in their work. We also wanted to know if the
module outline was sufficiently flexible to permit the content to be adapted to the different contexts
in which part-time stnff worked. We begin by describing the teaching methods mentioned by the
respondents and then discuss their perceptions of the effectiveness of these methods.

Teaching Methods bsed
All the trainees said that a wide variety of teaching methods were used and that the tutors' own
input was well balanced by participative activities. All the courses began with some form of ice-
breaking exercise, a kind of game with the purpose of introducing the participants to each other and
encouraging them to relax. Some trainers used these at the beginning of each session. Within the
sessions tutor-talk and discussion were the predominant methods. Trainers rarely spoke for any
length of time (ten minutes or more) without interruption but generally initiated some kind of
dialogue by inviting questions from the group or asking questions. During the observed sessions
this method sometimes encouraged lively discussion while on other occasions the group remained
passive. Brainstorming was popular and was used to raise the groups' awareness of all aspects of
a particular topic and to stimulate discussion. Participants were frequently asked to split up into
groups of three or four to discuss specific topics, solve problems or do group exercises. An
example of the first might be jointly to identify qualities required for a particular job. Case-studies
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of real problematic situations were used as a focus for problem solving exercises. Group mere=
included writing down an action plan for a group outing or steps in planning a learnin
programme.. Trainees were also aware that they were leanring from each other by sharing

and experiences.

Outside class contact time learningwas motrieltdirected-aml-Wwted written assi
requiring research, such as writing a report on a visi. to a youth club, and work-based pn
identifying and demonstrating skills required for the job. Trainees who were asked to fill
evaluarion sheets after each session identified this as a useful teaching method because;
encouraged them to reflect on the session and review what they had learned. Table 3.1 lists the
range of teaching methods reported by the respondents.

Table 3.1: Reported teaching methods

Method Module Title
_

Group Work Induction Induction Youth Work Youth Work
Brainstonn
Case-Study
Discussion:
Tutor led*
Small group .
Large group**

Handouts
Ice-lmeaker

Lecture
Negotiation 0
Role-Play
Video
Visits
Work-based
Projects
Written Exercise
Used by Trainees
in their work 0 0 0 0

0 mixed response

* Large group discussion with tutor taking a dominant role
** Large group discussion where tutor does not dominate

Perceptions of the Effectiveness of Teaching Methods
The majority of trainees enjoyed the range and variety of methods modelled by the traiaers. They
saw possibilities of using them in their own work. For a few, however, such as part-time youth
workers involved in sports or those whose work was administrative, the methods were not seen as
useful for their own work. Nevertheless, these trainees saw the range of methods used as effective
in terms of their own training.
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The participants' views on the effectiveness of different teaching methods confirmed our
earlier research fmdings. Respondents in both phases of the project eniphasised their.preference
for learning ihrough active and participative methods rather than passive ones. Fortuirfely this
'view was also held by the trainers deliirering the modirles; Inexperienced' ,workers etriPhasised

NW/ IiiiitliWtautiid from learning how their more experieneed colleagues approached their
work and, whatever the length of experience, all the respondenti iaid that they were stimUlited by
learning about different approaches or reassured that Other people used similar methods to-their
own. Likewise, sharing problems and difficulties was perceived as reassuring and found to reduce
anxieties and feelings of isolation:

It's supportive to know that l'm not the only worker Who coiries across difficult
esople....It's great to look at different ways of dealing with situat

In addition, trainees said that they gained confidence from having their experiences valued by other
members of the group and contributing to their colleagues' learning.

Some trainees said that they would rather work in several small groups rather than a single
large group which could be inhibiting for shy members. Although most people probably found it
easier, and would have had more opportunities to contribute to a discussion in a small group,
participants on only one module expressed a marked preference for this. Reasons for their view
may be sought in the form the course took and the bickgrounds of the participants. They were
from different organisations who met once a week in the evening and did not gel very quickly.
The contrast is illustrated by the followingcomment made after the first session:

(In the large group) members ..:-.,ntributed willingly when asked - but there was very
little dialogue between members, only between individual members and the co-ordinator. (In the small group) communication was much more free, though we
were clearly still at the getting-to-know-each-other stage.

Once the group did get to know each other, however, the size of the group became less important
and by the third session:

There was much more discussion between group members. It felt much more like agroup than a class.

Groups of individuals from the same organisation who already knew each other or who met for a
full day were less concerned about the size cf the group and, during observed sessions, seemed to
contribute freely in large or small groups, although some individuals said little in the large group.
However, it would appear that emphasising small group discussion at the beginning of a course
could facilitate the gelling of the group and enable the participants to get to know each other much
more quickly.
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One method, role-play, provoked a mixed reaction although it was used only in two of t
groups. For in :twee, during one of the observed sessions, when tt guest tutor asked:the

role-play a simulated situation several participants &premed very Uncomfortableand two-
would rather _not take part. The tutor had to work hard;to,00 their convi
them of its value as a method of learning, Two re,ipondents doing,A different,

expressed misgivings about role-play. The tatters' coneent`was not with participating in, <
activity but with using such a potentially powerful method in whatmay be an emotionally c

situation for the individuals with whom they work. Therefore, they felt thatmore time needed,
be spent on developing a better understanding of the advantages and disadvantages of the' Various

methods. Other respondents, however, expressed no concern about role-play, soMe said thei
enjoyed it and found it stimulating:

I like a bit of role-play. It's good to get up and do something instead of sitting
down all the time. You have to take risks.

Those who were unhappy about using this method felt that some time should have been spent on
critically evaluating the advantages and disadvantages of different teaching methods in depth and,
given the limited class contact time, would have liked suggestions for furtherreading.

Lectures were not regarded as a good method of getting the training message across. While
the trainees said that they were happy to listen to talks about relevant topics, as a prelude to a
participative activity for example, they were critical of tutors who spoke at length, or seemed:
unable to look at issues from the part-timers' perspective, or dismissed their views or concerns or
did not attempt to answer their qmstions with any sensitivity. It must be said, however, that the
guest tutors who aroused the most negative criticism were not trained for the task but had been
invited to contribute to the module because of their specialist knowledge. For instance, speakers .

asked to provide input on the learning outcome concerning conditions of service from the induction
module were singled out for criticism by both groups of participants. They spoke to the group for 2..

about an how and also fielded questions about the terms of the part-timers' employment The
seminar revealed that there were many issues on employment policy needing clarification and guest
speakers would have been hard pressed to provide satisfactory answers to the part-timers'
questions.

By contrast, the overall trainers and guest tutors, whose skills were regarded as good, were
observed to encourage dialogue, to pause and invite feedback and to be aware of unspoken signals,
such as lack of understanding or diminishing interest, from individuals.

As we found in the first phase of the project, on-the-job training opportunities were highly,
regarded by part-time workers. The trainees appreciated opportunities to practice job skills and to
discuss their own competence with a supportive observer. They also recognised the value of
work-based projects in the context of developing a deeper understanding of the principles
underlying the practice of their respective organisations. Examples of practical projects might
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include group work tutors running an actual session while being observed by a supervisor looking
for evidence of sldlls listed on a checklist prepared by the trainer and trainees; or youth workers
demonstrating contact skills when welcoming new young people to a gimp or using games to
break down barriers between the young people in a group. In this way, they felt, connections
between theory and practice were underlined and theirrelevance Itithe workers' own job was made
explicit:

It' s useful to have a base whenyou are working on (a practical assignment) you arereerring to something real.. rather than just thinking about why you do
something... you are questioning 'what am I doing, why am I doing it' .

(Trainee on induction moduW.

I think you learn more when your learning is relatedto what you are doing. I think
your work benefits because of the critical perspective that the learning provides and
I think you are aware of your own petformance and that the responsibility for
learning is on you and it' s not a question of cramming in bits of facts and figures.
You' re actually changing the wayyou think and the way you approach things rather
than taking information on board.

(Trainee on group work module)

Finally, trainees given evaluation sheets to fill in which asked them to assess the way the group
worked, the content and their own performance said that they learnt a great deal from this exercise.
Only two groups were giyen evaluation sheets, the other trainers by contrast, relied on the
assignments or verbal evaluation at the end of the session for feedback on their effectiveness.
From the comments made by the former groups, it would appear that the formal evaluation
encouraged participants to feel more involved in their learning and reflecting on the experience
reinforced newly acquired skills and knowledge.

To sum up, our findings suggest

trainees appreciate a variety in teaching methods but have a preference for
participative methods;

trainees value learning from each other as much as from the tutor and find it
easier to do so in a small rather than a large group until they feel comfortable
with each other,

guest speakers need to be selected with care and to be well-briefed about
trainees learning needs and preferences. The presence of the overall trainer
during the guest's sessions is also helpful;

trainers need to be more explicit about why they use particular methods,
especially if they are modelling methods to be used by trainees. Role-play,
above all, requires to be planned and prepared for,

trainees value opportunities to practice skills in their workplace and receive
constructive criticism from supervisors. They also learn from self-assessment.
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Content
The content of the courses was prepared by trainers for specific target groups and, on .the whole,
the respondents agreed that it met its mark. A few did say that some topics Viefe not ielevanito
their own situation but they found them interesting nevertheless.' The one individual whit repotierf':
that the content was largely irrelevan. to her needs, was-employed -to produce,a-corninuni
newspaper but was obliged to do the induction module aimed mainly at staff from' community

centres. The latter, on the other hand, were very satisfied with the way in which the mg*
focused on their needs. Members of a group of youth workers attendinga session on cciunsaiii
delivered by a tutor who had no youth work experience complained that some of the material

was irrelevant to their work. However, other members of the same group, who had an inteivst
counselling, were able to take a broader view by focusing mom on the skills demonstrated rather,,
than the content.

In addition, trainees reported that they were encouraged to contribute towards the content of
the course by offering their own experiences as topics for discussion or, more formally, as case-
studies for group exercises:

A lot of it has relied on asking us about our experiences not... presenting us with a
body of information. It was very much building on experiences that we already
had.

Although there were a few complaints about the use of jargon, which was not explained, none of
the respondents reported experiencing any difficulty with the content and the majority agreed that it
WM pitched at the right level for them:

There' s nothing that I haven' t been able to understand. The assignment for
example that was relatively straightforward. It wasn't 4S (f it were an impossible
task but it did require effort. Things like that are challenging which is what I'm
looging for. It' s just at the right level.

One participant, who spoke English as a second language, reported that she found the content
difficult to follow at times but added that she nevertheless preferred to undertake the course in
English rather than her first language. In addition, she was supported by her supervisor who was
also undertaking the course and could therefore clarify anything she did not understand.

Only two respondents said that they found that the modules were too easy and did not
stretch them, although they also said that they were satisfied with the courses and identified a
number of benefits derived from doing this form of training. Further probi:4 revealed that these
individuals had expected the kind of test conditions they had experienced at school and had been
surprised to find the assignments and assessments well within their capabilities. Other
respondents, while satisfied with the training, said that they would have appreciated guidance on
further reading on the topics they had been introduced to and would like to develop further.
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Support
One of the underlying intentions of the modules was to encourage the development of different ,

kinds of support networks among part-time worieers who freqientlyv?ork in isolation. ,I7ait,Of, .
agenda of many training courses, including these modules, 'is to encourage pardcipanis to brul

Withiftch other, as well as to identifrsOurces ofsupport witi.in,deir Own
organisations and outside agencies. To this' end, iwo of ihe modidet include Striteities for
identifying sources of support and developing supportive relationihips. The majority of
participants in our sample appear to have been well-supported during their training and in their
work.

All the trainers were contactable if necessary during_the courses._Work,based_projec
necessitated the assistance of full-time staff who would actas observers or answerquestititiiiiiiout
organisational structure and policy. The induction module was particularly helpful in this context
as the performance criteria required the formation of a support network and, the demonstration of
methods appropriate to an aspect of the participant's job which would be 'observed by superVisoty.
staff. The trainers instructed the trainees to solicit the help of their supervisOrs to carrY;.outtheir
assignments and to interview them about their perceptions of their own and the trainees' roles
within the organisations. Full-time staff responsible for the community education assistants had
been briefed as to what would be required of them. These assignments clarified =thy issues
concerning support for the trainees and also, indirectly, for the olanisatio I. For instance,
supervisors were forced to re-examine their relationship with part-time staff, and to define; justify,
or perhaps reassess, the responsibilities of their jobs and how they might develop. Thisdoes not
mean that such a process was not part of many supervisory staff's normal practice, but that it
served as a consciousness raising exercise in cases where part-timers had been unable to
communicate their needs or expec ations and had felt taken for granted. The debriefing Session
which followed this assignment indicated that, whether or not the part-timers enjoyed good
working relationships with their supervisors, having time set aside to focus on these aspects of
their job gave them a clearer idea of their role within and contribution to the organisation and
enhanced their job satisfaction. In some cases considerable improvements in relationships were
reported, while in a tiny minority problems were identified for managerial staff to deal with.

Some students on the multi-agency inJuction course experienced communication problems
of a different kind when trying to carry out an assignment. Asked to arrange visits to local
authority organisations themselves, trainees in one area found it impossible to get in touch with
appropriate contacts simply because telephone calls were not put through, messages were not
passed on and calls were not returned. Not surprisingly, the respondents who suffered this
experience reported feeling frustrated and undermined by it but succeeded in carrying out their
assignment with the help of personal contacts as opposed to going through the official channels.

Both groups of trainees doing the youth work module said that they were well supported
by supervisory staff. At the community centre, for instance, all three full-time community workers
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attended the training sessions, offered support sessions and acted as observers for the practical
assignments. The college students had regular tutorials with their trainer and those interviewed
reported having regular support meetings with individual members of staff or attending team'
meetings when on placement.

Support for paiticipants doing the group work module varied from agency to agendy,
although most of the interviewees said that they were well supported by their employers or that
they could get support if they needed it. In one case it was not possible to identify an appropriate
person to observe the practical exercise within the employing organisation but the trimerwas able
to fulfil this role. During one of the observed sessions, two full-time w-ricersrevealed that they
were very poorly supported in their workplace and said h. Av the course hz irovided an invaluable
form of support, not only through developing and boosting confidence 1., their knowledge and
skills,but also through learning in a supportive setting with colleagues.

Most, 'though not all, respondents felt that participants were mutually supportive. Some
groups also took longer to gel than others. Reasons for this appeared to depend on how much the
group had in common and on the length of the course and sessions:

There' s onedrawback of it being short which Ls thatyou don't have the opportunity
to build up as much of a relationship with the other people during the course as you
do over a knger period.

For example, respondents from the group work course attending evening sessions once a week felt
that the group took a long time to gel partly because the sessions were quite intense with a very
short break in the middle leaving very little time for building informal relationships. However, as
the course progressed they grew closer and several said that they intended to keep in touch with
each other for mutual support and to share ideas and information The full-time students too, said
that they had not gelled as a group, although they found the other participants helpful and friendly
in the class. The in-house training groups were the most cohesive, perhaps because they had so
much in common and included members who were already good friends. In addition, they spent
full days together which included several breaks during which they could relax together and chat
informally.

The youth workers employed in the same centre were particularly close although half of
them had been employed only a few months before the course started and were only slightly
acquainted with their colleagues. Time spent together on the course provided an opportunity for
them to get to know each other end develop a team identity, even though several only spent a few
hours a week at the centre. The exte nt of the support they offered each other was exemplified in an
observed session by the way in which they worked together to assist a colleague with literacy
difficulties without revealing the problem to the guest tutor. The more confident participants
pretended tcrhave difficulties in completing written tasks and asked for more time or asked for
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words to be spelt out. Although the above group may have been the most supportive, all the
observed sessions indicated that participants were very willing to offer the benefits of their
experience to their colleagues once a comfortable, supportive atmospherv was established and
several interviewees mentioned that they had contacted other participants outside class contact
hours.

Clearly, such relationships would not develop so easily if the courses were done by
distance learning. Ironically, the pat-timers in the organisation planning to deliver the induction
course by distance learning, most appreciated murAing as a voup and strongly exptessed a wish to
do so on a regular basis. However, limited financial resources would not permit their meeting
regularly as a group in worktime and they would have to organise informal gatherings themselves
outside working hours.

Time

The time commitment demanded by the modules did not appear to constitute a particular ptoblem
for the majority of the trainees, although few found it difficult to attend some of the sessions
because of personal circumstances. As we mentioned above funds provided for childcare were not
taken advantage of as other members of the family were available to care for the children in the
home. The only organisation not to offer childcare facilities delivered the module in worktime and
the trainer made sure that the session ended punctually. Preparation and follow-up wark did not
encroach much into the participants spare time and fears about inflexibility in this form of training
were not realised. As one respondent who had not expected to be doing a module commented:

I was slightly concerned that (because it was a module)... it perhaps meant that it
was less flexible and had to be tightly structured.., but that was not the case.

Few of the respondents spent more than a couple of hours per week on course work and many
were able to do assignments during work time. Those that said that they spent mote than four
hours a week on course work said that they did so out of interest rather than because they had to.
Of course, those with special learning needs did have to spend extra time on written assignments.
In general, as the following comment indicates, work-based assignments could have a dual
Purpose:

I knew it was so closely related to work anyway. I wasn't doing anything over and
above my work.

Trainees on courses that comprised three or four meetings over a period of about five months did
express concerns about continuity, maintaining momentum, and being able to remember what they
had learned. In fact, several respondents on the courses in question had difficulties in recalling
earlier sessions. However, those who had spent time on assignments in the interim found that
their learning had been reinforced through practice. Tiredness was mentioned as a drawback of
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undertaking the group work course in the evening particularly as some of the participants were full-
time workers. It was rather interesting that when asked by, the trainer, most of the participants
expressed a strong preference for doing a follow-up course over a weekend. Although courses
concentrated over a weekend were preferred in some respects, respondents also stressed the value
of having firm to reflect on what they had learned between sessions.

Assessmatt
A primary concern of the research was to discover perceptions of the impact of formal assessment
on trainees' learning and performance. Many trainers and employers interviewed in the first phase
of the research considered formal assessment to be incompatible with conmumity educattAt'ethos.
Their main worry concerned the creation of opportunities for failure, but also includectwoities
about how standards would be set and whether they would be suitable for their staff. Formal_
assessment, of course, was the main distinguishing feature between the unining modules and
traditional in-setvice training.

A variety of instruments of assessment were used in accordance with the requirements of
the module descriptors. Examples of these are included in the development officer's resource pack
but brief descriptions of some of them are provided below:

assignment: trainees asked to set up a support network had to produce a
written outline of key contacts and their planned strategies for sustaining a
network.

restricted responses: trainees were asked to complete statements or fill in
blanks. For example, those undertaking the induction module were asked to
complete blanks in statements connected with legal requirements,
responsibilities and other aspects of their jobs.

extended responses: r' ;fiz might include project reports on the employing
organisation or other agenues and structured by a pro forma or questionnaire.
log book: this format was used to report on work experience and included
pro formas filled in at the end of every work-based session by the trainee and
the supervisors

practical exercise:, to assess a trainee's ability to plan and run session for a
specific group he or she would meet the supervisor to preview and review a
practical demonstration. The supe:visor would observe the session during
which the trainee had to demonstate competence in the skills on a checklist
covering aspects such as timing, group size, setting, use of teaching materials
and resources, anticipating ri.lificulties, appropriate methods and structure for
the group.

Few of the interviewees were able to comment fully on the instruments of assessment they had
completed as many had not receivedany feedback from their trainers at the time of the interview.



While several said that the assignments had been relatively straightforward if challenging, a few
said that they did not always clearly understand what was expected of them. In addition, even
those who had found the assessments relatively easy were quite anxious about their performance

and would have preferred assignments to be returned quickly. The most satisfied in this respect
were the college students whose work was assessed s.:4 returned within a sifeek and a critain
amount of self-assessment was encouraged during tutorials. In other cases trainees were unaWare

that their work was being formally assessed and were therefore, not worried about it. However,

those who were relatively clear about the assessment procedures identified continuous assessment
as a preferred feature of modular training. Only one respondent had mixed feelings about the

assessment method:

Continual assessment suits me better. So I like it. But sometimes I think a wee test
would do the trick.

This was very much a minority view, most of the respondents found assignments instructive and
challenging in terms of analysing their practice themselves and being critically assessed while
carrying out practical tasks at work by experienced workers. Practical projects in particularwere
not viewed as tests, to be passed or faled, but as a part of the process of professional development

from which the trainee could benefit, as highlighted by the comment below:

Being aware of areas where I could definitely improve. How I go about things and
also being aware of the way I operate as a participant in a group. It has given me
more insight into the way I am which is also helpful.

Overview of modular training
Before we sum up the trainees' views on the pilot modules, we must point out that we have no
independent trwasuirs of the effectiveness of the modules or not. The award of the certificate is
dependent on whmhez the modules are accepted by the validating body which had not yet endorsed
the instruments of assessment at the time of writing this report. In addition, as we mentioned
earlier, the trainees' comments mainly referred to the modular courses they had experienced rather
than modular training in general.

We begin by highlighting the positive features of these training courses identified by our
respondents. In particular they appreciated:

the range of teaching methods used with a marked preference for participative
meth( s;

coursts relevant to their perceived needs;

opportunities to practice the skills they needed for their jobs while being
observed by a supportive assessor,

opportunities to meet other part-timers working in similar fields with whom
they could share problems, ideas and eLperiences.
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Many trainees said that the modules had met or exceeded their expectation*. Ther
described their gains both in terms of personal and career development. Not onl:y did many say .

that they had acquired new :Ws or developed existing ones, but therbadbecome mac self=awate
and confident in their jobs, a few ilso added that these Changes carried,ver into their privateliv
Fmallyt aearlY all of them stressed that theY had enjtmed_the_experience,pf.eousae.ds.
they appreciated are hot unique to modules and are features that contiibute totuccess of ód
forms of training. However, their perceptions clearly demonstrate that many of the woeriei
expressed in the earlier research about the lack of relevance and inflexibility of modules,
example, were unfounded.

Few disadvantages of modular trainiog were identified and little &satisfaction about
courses was expressed. As we have touchedon most of these aspects above we briefly-wind*
the drawbacks and problems mentioned by our respondents. These include:

lack of challenge: this was very much a minority view but has implications
for trainers who may be over-anxious about trainees' fears offailure or who are
preparing courses for groups with a range of educational and training
experience.

irrelevance: particular learning outcomes and instruments ofassessment may
prove inappropriate. For example, tl,e pilot revealed that a learning outcome
intended to develop counselling sidlls was inappropriate to youth workers with
limited experience and impossible to deliver in the time available. Likewise an
instrument of assessment, a matching exercise from the group work module,
produced ambiguous responses. The module developer subsequently altered
these aspects and made other improvements suggested by those piloting the
modules.

duplication: although this was not a problem with any of the pilot modules.
the full-time students, who were combining a number of related modules,
pointed out that some topics were repeated over their two year course We
shop.'-i emphasise that provision is made to avoid this occurring: p /of of
successful completion of a learning outcome can be ameptui as part of another
module with the same outcome.

venue: the importance of the setting within which training takes place should
not be underestimated and discomfort can adversely effect training sessions.
For example, during observed sessions, one group had to move from a wann
comfortable mom furnished with soft chairs to another which was cold and less
comfortable; another venue was noisy. Respondents from both these groups
complained that these factc had effected their concentration and reduced their
enjoyment of the session.
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Returning to the wider implications of modular training, part-time staff welcomed the possibility of
the introduction of appropriate training modules which they could undertake when necessary and
convenient. The perceived advantages of modular traininginclude&

increasing access to training,

gaining a qualification that has the potential of national recognition;
adaptability to learning needs;

continuous assessment;

opportunities for remediation;

range of teaching methods.

The following quotes neatly illustrate the above points:

I do like the idea particularly.., for someone who has family commitments... To
build up to do a range of training by modules ofthis sort has immense possibilities
because it' s so flexible and because it could be gearedprecisely to what they're
doing.

You can work at your own pace. You can get help, you' re not left on your own.

As we mentioned above, we do not claim that these features are unique to modular training.
However, concerns were expressed about the status of part-time modular training and the value of
National Certificates in the employment Market. Trainees, particularly the full-time students, were
uncertain about where the training would lead in terms of career development and felt that career
guidance should be included in a modular curriculum and that employers should have explicit
career structures with clear signposts offering guidelines to facilitate career planning.

Although our sample was relatively small, our findings suggest that a modular curriculum
could complement or offer a viable alternative to current training provision for part-time community
education workers. However, if it is to be perceived as worthwhile, training issues such as long-
term goals and career development have to be addressed.
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4

Key Points for Training Providers

In conclusion we highlight key issues that we believe should-be-taken into account- by-emplo

and trainers if National Certificate modules are increasingly to be used to provide training for

time workers in community education. Fmally, we sum up the lessons learned frorn
experiences of the participants piloting the training modules. We begin by identifying issues

importance to trainers and end with points that policy milers should consider.

Trainers

Planning modules need not take longer than planning other comparable

programmes. Existing materials can be adapted to requirements of module
descriptors.

Additional time may be required to prepare performance criteria and instruments

of assessment Once prepared, they provide an easily adaptable framework for
subsequent groups of trainees.

Modules may be delivered to multi-agency groups. These programmes need
more planning and negotiation than in-house training. Once the groundwork

was done, it could provide the basis for further multi-agency training.

Modules may be delivered in a variety of forms. Each of these has its own
strengths and weaknesses. Groups meeting for a few hours a week may take
longer to gel than those meeting for a full day or over a weekend. On the other
hand, intervals between meetings provide opportunities for reflection which

may be shared in group discussion.

If the overall trainer is not acquainted with the trainees, it is helpful to have a
pre-course meeting, or to build in extra time, to discuss training needs,
negotiate content, facilitate group cohesion and begin to know the group.

Modules offer scope for including contributions from guest tutors. Guests
should bc well-briefed and have a clear understanding of what is expected of
then nd, if possible, trainers should be present during the session.
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Trainees must have support back at their work-base. Full-time staff at the
work-base must be well-briefed about what is required of them.

These modules encourage the development of support networks either directly
as assignments or through trateting other part-timers with similarconcerns and
internsts.

Trainees prefer participative methods and a variety in teaching approaches, such

:s group discussion, brainstorming and practical projects.

Role-play needs to be introduced sensitively and the rationale for it needs to be
explicit. Some trainees have to be encouraged to participate. Debriefing is
essential.

Trainers should not be unduly concerned about using assessment procedures.
Trainees like assessment which provides a record of achievement and includes
opportunities for remediation. Continuous assessment reduces opportunities
for failure.

Assignments must be returned quickly. Having to wait a long time can
enccur4ge anxiety and risk reducing the effectiveness of the training message.

Participant evaluation and self-assessment can help trainees to become more
critically aware of their practice.

Trainers can benefit from participant evaluation of training programmes.
:telying only on assessments of student performance to gauge the effectiveness
of the training is limiting.

Policy Makers
Training needs of those delivering the modules must be catered for. They have
needs in fleshing out modules, developing performance criteria, instruments of
assessment and evaluation.

Further education lecturers, although experienced in the process of delivering
modules, may lack recent community education experience. There would be
benefits in combining complementary skills of FE staff and community
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education trainers. Mechanisms for bringing the two gtoups of trainers together
should be explored.

Regional authorities need to clarify their policy on the provision and
implementation of systemised and standanliied training. If they wish to adopt
National Certificate modules they should be clear about the status of these
modules in relation to other forms of formal training.

Guidance on the kind of training that is appropriate and on which modules to
undertake, is required by part-time staff or other individuals who may be
seeking access to a career in community education.

Regional authorities should also carefully consider the implications of
introducing blanket training without reference to the training needs of their
workers. This runs the risk of being perceived as inelevant by some workers.

A blanket approach to training may increase access to training provision but
risks reducing choice and access. Members of the community who may lack
confidence in their learning abilities may be discouraged from becoming
involved in community education if they have to undertake a formally assessed
...vurse.

The issue of accreditation of previous training and experience needs to be
addressea. Trainees should not find themselves going over old ground or
having to do rmes which are toe easy and irrelevant to them. Likewise,
procedures for Ih:king moaules should take into account that the same learning
outcomes are occasionally repeated in different modules.

Moderators and subject assessors with community education experience are
required to oversee the development of nationally recognised standards of
assessment.

Conclusion
Finally, we draw together the views of both groups of respondents on the most significant issues

-1...-

addressed by this evaluation. We must emphasise that the context within which the pilots took
place was quite unusual in that more sources ofsupport were available than would normally be the
case. Nevertheless, althougn everyone involved was very committed to the success of the project

4 4 4
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the experience demonstrated this approach need not have the adverse effects that some individuals
feared a.i described in our earlier reports. Briefly their doubts concerned:

flexibility;

relevance;

appropriateness for community education ethos;

contact between fell-time and part-time staff.

Flexibility
The modular approach was perceived to be flexible in terms of form, content and training
provision. The pilot modules were successfully delivered in different forms, each of which had its
own advantages and disadvantages. Distance learning has also been considered by one
organisation but was not favoured by trainees who stressed the benefits of learning in a group.

In most cases, trainers were able to tailor the content of the modular programme to the
specific training needs of each target group. It was more difficult to tailor the content to the
interests of groups comprising mixed c Ategories of workers and a few respondents found some
aspects irrelevant to their needs but others enjoyed the variety.

Relevance
In general, both the trainers and trainPes found the modules to be relevant in terms of encouraging
the use of appropriate teaching methods and the development of local support networks.

Delivering the modules in colleges of further education does not necessarily lead to loss of
contact between full-time and part-time staff or reduce local relevance as feared by respondents in
the earlier research. To avoid loss of contact close co-operation between colleges and community
education organisations is required. In our case-study, one module was deriveied in a college of
further education by a kcturer with community education experience and students gainel work
experience through placements in local community education organisations.

Assessment
Worries that assessment procedures would not be compatible with community education ethos
because they may create opportunities for failure were not realised. On the contrary, trainees said
that assignments were challenging and successful completion boosted their confidence. A minority
complained that the courses were too easy.

Trainers lacked confidence in some of the instruments of assessment that they had
developed because of their own limited experience in this field. However, they were satisfied that
the programmes successfully developed the skills and knowledge laid down by the learning
outcomes.

Finally, we ....onclude with a brief comment on the issue of accreditation. The possibility
that modules may be used to build a cumulative record of credits which may provide access to a
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higher qualification was very attractive to part-time workers, many of whom would not be able to
undertake a full-time course of study or lacked the formal qualifications required by highei.:
education establislunents. There is still a long way to go before this hope can become a reality and,
care must be taken not to mise expectations that will not be fulfilled. Nevertheless, modules can
improve job prospects because they give employers a clear idea of the skills and competencies
achieved by trainees. In addition, emplojers should be able to identify training needs and select
modules to meet these needs, thus facilitadng strategic planning and contributing to employees
career development. Whether modular training is the way ahead for part-time community
education staff is a question to be settled by policy makers. Our evaluation of three pilot moduleix:",
suggests that trainers and trainees find modules an effective and appropriate approach to meeting
training needs.
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APPENDIX A

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE FOR PART-TIMERS

Job Tide: Organisation: Length of Service:

Module: Form: Timetable.:

Previous Training Experience:

Could you briefly tell me how you came to do the module?

Teaching methodt

1. Could you describe the way in which the module was presented?

2. What were the teaching methods used?

3. Would you use similar methods in your work?

4. Did you do any practical activities? (If so, what were they?)

5. Were you given the opportunity to contribute to the course? How?

6 Were you given the opportunity to share your concerns and problems?

How? Was it worthwhile doing this?

On-the-job support

1. Did you receive any support during the training? From whom?

2. In what will were you supported?

3. Did participants support one anotheil

4. Were you encouraged to keep in contact after the course?

5. Do you see any advantage to keeping in touch?

Flexibility
1. Was the timing of the training convenient for you?

2. Did the module fit into your normal routine?

3. If no - was any action taken? What kind of action?

Time involved in preparation and follow-up work
I. How much time did you have to spend in preparation and follow-up work?

2. Did di', form of training take more time than others you have

experienced? In what way?

3. If extra time was required - did you feel that it was worth it?
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Local Involvement

1. Where did the training take place sod by whom was it planned?

2. Were local issues sod conditions nised dating the course?

3. la what way?

4. Was this relevant to your situation?

Practice/Theory

I. Was any theory included in the training?

2. Did you feel it was relevant/too much/too little?

3. Was it linked in any way to practical aspects of your job?

Reactions to module

1. Can you remember your immediate reactions to the module

2. Do you remember what you expected from it before you started?

3. Did it come up to your expectations?

4. Were you dearly told what was expected of you at the outset?

5. Were you kept informed about your frogress? How often?

6. What did you think generally about the assessment?

Content

1. What did you think of the content?

2. Was it relevant to any aspect of your work?

3. Did you find the content rasy or difficult?

4. What did you think of the teaching materials?

Satisfaction
1. How would you describe the training in terms of:

a) Enjoyment

b) Understanding your job

c) Relieving anxiety

cb Acquiring new skills/knowledge

c) Improving your performance

0 Gaining confidence

g) Applicability to your job?

2. What did you think of the modular approach to training?

3. What were its best aspects?
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Job Tide:

Areas of responsibility:

c

APPENDIX B

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE FOR TRAINERS

Oripmisation:

Length of nevi=

Module:

1. Had you had any pavious expesience of modules?

2. Can yr": leg me bow you decided to approach the module?

3. Can you tell me bow you fleshed out the module?

4. Was this quite shaightforward/difficuMime-consuming?

5. Were resources easy/difficult to come by?

6. Did you receive any support/guidance in preparing the course?

Teaching methods

1. Tell me about the teaching methods you used

2. Why did you choose these particular methods?

3. Did you feel that you were given sufficient scope to choose froma variety of methods?

4. Were practical activities included? (What were they?)

5. Did you feel the module encouraged you to use these particular activities?

6. Did you monitor the trainees progress? How?

7. Did the trainees make any con rribution to the development of the course?

In what way?

On-the-job support

I. Was any support offered to trainees during the training? (From whom?)

2. Did participants support one another?

3. Were they encouraged to idenay other sources of support?

4. Were you/they satisfied with the amount of support provided?

Flexibility

1. Did you find the module flexible or inflexible?

In what way?

2. What fotm did the come take?

3. Was there any fLxibility built-in?

4. Were ninon able to meet the requirements or were special arrangements made?

(What were they?)
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Time

1. Was the time allocated sufficient to complete the module or did you think it was too much or too little?

2. Did this approach require more time than other forms of training you have undertaken?

If yes - which particular aspect took the most time?

If no - how did you save time?

3. If extra time was required, did you feel it was worth it?

Local relevance

1. Were all the participants from the same area and involved in similar work?

2. Did you find these was scope to include issues of common =cern to all participants?
3. Were local issues and conditions taken account of? (In what way?)

Practice/Theory

1. Did you feel there was sufficient scope for encouraging participants to assess their practice cetically?

2. Is this something that is important to you?

3. Did you include any aspects of the theoretical background to the particular skills being developed by the

module?

If yes - in what way? If no - why!

Relevance

I. Was the module at the right level for your trainees?

2. Do yov feel that the main aspects of the participants' workwere covered?

3. Did you think the learning outcomes were appropriate?

4. Were the performance criteria appropriate? and the instruments ofassessment?

5. Did you think the instruments of assessment adequately assessed the qualities you wanted to assess?

6. Would you have preferred to use different assessment procedures?

7. Did you find that the assessment procedures influenced your teaching? How?

8. Did you have any standards in mind that you expected trainees to achieve?

9. What are your views on the quality of your assessments?

Satisfaction

I. How satisfied are you with the module?

2. With the benefit of hindsight is there anything you would have done differently?

3. If given the opportunity is there anything you would add or take away from the module?

4. How does it compare with other forms of training you have undertaken?

5. What criteria do you normally use to determine whether training is effective?
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